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Abstract
This chapter will focus on laser ablation applied for thin film deposition. The first thin
films deposition method based upon laser ablation was pulsed laser deposition (PLD),
that could produce thin films out of metals, ceramics and even temperature resistant
organics. The need of depositing increasingly complex and delicate materials, lead to
radical modifications of PLD and allowed other laser ablation methods to develop. If
complex libraries are to be synthesized two or more plasmas will be mixed and the thin
films will have a variable composition over surface. This technique is called Combina‐
torial PLD (CPLD).
PLD/CPLD are however limited when it comes to organic materials transfer, because the
high intensity laser beam can damage them. Matrix Assisted Pulsed Laser Evaporation
(MAPLE) is a thin film deposition technique derived from PLD, able to transfer
accurately fragile molecules from a target to a substrate, by using a frozen mix made of
the material to be deposited and a protective buffer layer.
All these techniques will be discussed in detail with their advantages, drawbacks,
influencing factors and applications, while relevant practical examples will be provided
in order to make the information easily understandable for the new reader.
Keywords: laser ablation, pulsed laser deposition, matrix‐assisted pulsed laser evapo‐
ration, thin films, nanoparticles
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1. Introduction
A low wavelength of the laser beam and a very short pulse (ns‐fs) duration induce instant local
vaporization on the surface of a target material generating a plasma plume consisting of photons,
electrons, ions, atoms, molecules, clusters, and liquid or solid particles. This phenomenon is
known in the literature as ‘laser ablation’ [1], a term derived from the Latin word ‘ablatio’,
meaning ‘to carry away’.
Shortly, after the first laser functionality demonstration in 16 May 1960, numerous theoretical
and experimental studies were performed concerning the interaction of the high intensity laser
beam with solids [2–4], liquids [5], and gases [6].
Laser ablation is the base principle of most applications involving laser processing of materials:
precise cutting, hole drilling, laser cleaning of surfaces, compositional analysis, and thin film
deposition. The latter came as an obvious application, as a plate/slide/wafer can easily be
positioned in front of the plasma plume, acting as a collector for the hot ablated material that
condenses in the form of a thin film. This deposition method is known as pulsed laser
deposition (PLD). The earliest attempt of thin film deposition was made in 1965 by Smith and
Turner [7], but the true breakthrough was achieved by Dijjkamp et al. in 1987 [8], who
succeeded the stoichiometric transfer of a compound with a complex molecular structure, very
difficult to obtain using other deposition techniques. In this situation, it can be considered that
a congruent ablation was attained. The decrease in the pulse duration meant laser beams with
higher delivered energies that significantly increased the range of materials that could be
ablated [9].
Historically, the method was known under several denominations [9]: pulsed laser evapora‐
tion, laser induced flash evaporation, laser molecular beam epitaxy, laser assisted deposition
and annealing, and laser sputtering.
Some variations in PLD emerged out of necessity to deposit more complex materials or
materials degradable at high temperatures. Instead of a single laser beam as in classical PLD,
two laser beams can be used simultaneously to ablate two targets mounted on a carousel
system, producing a mix of plasmas that will generate thin films with variable composition
over the surface. This variation in PLD is known in the literature as combinatorial pulsed laser
deposition (CPLD) [10].
Another variation in PLD developed out of necessity to protect compounds with long and
fragile molecular chains is called matrix‐assisted pulsed laser evaporation (MAPLE), and it
uses as the target, a frozen mix consisting of the active material to be deposited and a buffer
matrix that preponderantly absorbs the laser beam energy [11].
All these variations in PLD will be discussed in detail in the next chapters with relevant ex‐
amples for their advantages and drawbacks.
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2. Pulsed laser ablation techniques for deposition and compositional   
analysis
2.1. Pulsed laser deposition (PLD)
The material that is irradiated by the laser beam is called the ‘target’, while the collector is
commonly referred to as the ‘substrate’. They have to be placed plan‐parallel in a deposition
chamber, which is under vacuum conditions. A high intensity laser placed outside the
deposition chamber is used as an energy source to ablate the target material and to deposit the
thin film. The target vaporization is induced by photons, so no contamination/impurification
occurs during the deposition process.
Contrary to this, simplicity of the experimental assembly, the laser‐material interaction, which
is the PLD base, is a very complex physical phenomenon that involves a succession of different
processes [12]. They are:
a. Coupling of the optical energy to the target material.
b. Melting of the surface.
c. Vaporization in form of a plume of the thin upper layer of molten surface.
d. Photon absorption by the vaporized species, which eventually limits the laser fluence at
the target surface.
e. Propagation of the plume in the direction normal to the target.
f. Return to the initial state after few nanoseconds from the end of the pulse, with a
resolidified surface.
If deposition is made in reactive gas and the obtained film has a composition different from
that of the target, the name of the synthesis process is reactive pulsed laser deposition (RPLD).
The PLD/RPLD set‐up is given in Figure 1.
2.1.1. Factors responsible for PLD deposition
Factors influencing the laser ablation process include the following: (i) deposition conditions
(nature of ambient‐ultra‐high/high/vacuum, reactive gas, target‐substrate separation distance,
number of pulses); (ii) laser beam parameters (wavelength and pulse duration fluence); and
(iii) material properties of the target (melting temperature, thermal diffusion rate, optical
reflectivity).
Uniform ablation of the target is obtained through its rotation and translation with respect
to the laser beam. The distance between the target and substrate is generally of a few centi‐
metres. The film uniformity can be improved if the substrate is moved in the plasma direc‐
tion, for example, by rotating the substrate holder. The substrate temperature is a very
important parameter for the morphology, microstructure, and crystallinity of the deposited
films.
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Figure 1. Experimental set‐up PLD/RPLD.
2.1.1.1. Deposition conditions
2.1.1.1.1. Influence of the ambient gas inside the deposition chamber
Depending on the structure and composition of the thin films that one desire to achieve by
PLD, in the deposition chamber a gas, which can be active or passive, can be introduced. In
principle, the passive influence of the gas is necessary because it helps to compensate the
eventual losses of the constituent elements. For example, the oxide thin films tend to be oxygen
deficient.
We provide a relevant example of ZnO thin films synthesised in a vacuum (4 × 10−2 Pa) and in
O2 (13 Pa) ambient. The aspect of both films was radically different: the films deposited in a
vacuum were opaque, dark‐coloured (Figure 2a), while the films obtained in an oxygen flux
were highly transparent (Figure 2b) [13].
Figure 2. Textile material partially coated with ZnO films: (a) dark‐coloured film deposited in vacuum and (b) trans‐
parent film deposited in a 13 Pa oxygen flux.
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The explanation is that in oxygen ambient, due to the intense collisions with the environmental
atoms, the ejected matter is confined to an elongated, ‘cigar’‐ shaped plasma (Figure 3a). A
thermal equilibrium is reached as a result of collisions during transfer and the substance
condenses in large quantities forming compact thin films. In a vacuum, at much lower collision
rates, the matter is ejected in all directions (Figure 3b), with high energies and speed. These
high energetic species are bombarding the layers previously deposited and cause damage (by
sputtering off atoms from the outer layers) or defects (dislocations, cracks, holes) on the
deposited film. These bombardments occur for each pulse, resulting in a very disordered thin
film that is full of defects. The defects are highly absorbent in the visible spectrum and hence
the dark aspect.
Figure 3. Plasma plume in PLD recorded in 13 Pa O2 flux (a) and vacuum (b) (Reproduced with permission from Ref.
[13]).
2.1.1.1.2. Influence of the target-substrate separation distance
The effect of the target‐substrate distance is reflected by the angular scattering of the ejected
flux. Different features can occur depending on the position of the substrate. The optimal
position of the substrate in order to obtain stoichiometric structures is determined by the
plasma evolution. The best depositions (in terms of stoichiometry, uniformity and homoge‐
neity) are obtained when the plasma length is identical with the target‐substrate separation
distance [13]. To support this assertion we provide an example of ZnO deposition using a low
number of pulses and three separation distances: 3, 4, and 5 cm. The plasma plume was 4 cm
in length (Figure 4).
As shown in Figure 4, the largest number of ZnO nanoparticles was present on the surface of
the sample placed at 4 cm from the target, while smaller amounts of ZnO nanoparticles were
observed for the samples positioned at 3 and 5 cm. As it is known [14], the quantity of deposited
substance in PLD is inversely proportional to the square of the target‐substrate separation
distance. However, this does not apparently apply in our case for the sample placed at 3 cm
from the target. A possible explanation could be that the plasma plume deposited and removed
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(‘washed’) nanoparticles at the same time from the substrate because the separation distance,
in this case, was too small (in any case, smaller than the plasma length).
Figure 4. SEM micrographs of ZnO nanoparticles deposited in a 13 Pa O2 flux on a Si substrate. Target‐substrate sepa‐
ration distance was of 3 cm (a), 4 cm (b) or 5 cm (c). Inset: water droplet in static mode and the measured CA.
For target‐substrate separation distances longer than plasma length, the species in plasma lost
their kinetic energy by collisions with other species and gas molecules from the ambient and
therefore the ablation rate was significantly lower than for 4 cm.
2.1.1.1.3. Influence of number of pulses
A very low number of pulses (generally under 100) generate a deposition of nano/micro‐
particles on the substrate surface. Slightly increasing the number of pulses produces islands
of material. Upon increasing the number of pulses, the substrate is covered by a continuous
thin film [15].
Figure 5. Typical transmission spectra recorded in the case of PLD simple ZnO films (solid curve), and films covered
with Au nanoclusters after ablation by 100 pulses from a Au target (dashed curve). (Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [15]).
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We present a case when ZnO thin films were synthesised by PLD after applying 50,000 pulses
to a ZnO target. The target was further switched on with a gold one and by irradiating it with
100 laser pulses Au nanoclusters were generated on the ZnO thin film surface. In Figure 5, it
can be found that the transmittance spectrum was shifted toward longer wavelengths follow‐
ing the thin film with Au nanoclusters. The infrared band‐gap energy was 3.26 eV for ZnO
films covered with Au, which is slightly lower than that of simple ZnO films of 3.29 eV [15].
2.1.1.2. Laser beam parameters
2.1.1.2.1. Influence of wavelength and pulse duration
PLD can be applied to vaporize and deposit thin film from any kind of material if the absorbed
power density is high enough. The amount of material that is ablated during laser irradiation
can be estimated from the thermal diffusion depth, �� = � ⋅ �, where D is the heat diffusivity
in the solid target and τ is the pulse laser duration. The thermal diffusion depth decreases with
the duration of the laser pulse.
The delivered laser energy is absorbed by the target material in a layer with thickness given
by the formula, �� = 1� , where ls is known as the optical penetration depth and α is the absorp‐
tion coefficient for the respective laser wavelength.
The energy delivered by ultra‐short laser pulses is absorbed in a thinner layer as compared to
ns laser pulses, thus producing higher temperatures at surface level and faster vaporization of
the target material [16].
The efficiency of laser beam absorption into the target is closely related to the wavelength that
will be used. However, for numerous materials, absorption coefficient dependence on the
wavelength can be more complex due to different absorption mechanisms, such as network
vibration, free carrier absorption, impurities, and bandgap.
For exemplification, we present the case of Mg film deposition using laser sources with
different wavelengths and pulse duration: 308 nm XeCl excimer laser (generating pulses of 30
ns) and 248 nm KrF excimer laser (with 5 ps and 500 fs). Electron microscopy analysis showed
that the droplets spread and the density decreased, when using laser pulses with shorter
duration [17].
The films deposited using an ns laser source had their surface covered by droplets (Figure
6a). These droplets were spherical and had an average diameter of 10 μm. Their presence and
morphology are indicative of expulsion of molten material from the surface of the target [18].
In this case, the optical penetration depth �� = 2 μm, (Mg ablated at 308 nm), was less than the
thermal diffusion depth, �� = 17 μm.
When using ps or fs pulses, the morphology of the Mg film surface changed from droplets
covered to smooth surfaces, as shown in Figure 6b and c. When using ps laser pulses there
were still particulates on film surface (not larger than 200 nm) but they completely disappeared
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when ablation was conducted with fs pulses. The smoothness of these film surfaces is a
consequence of the removal of ablated material with reduced expulsion of melted particles [17].
Figure 6. SEM images of Mg thin films deposited by PLD in different regimes: ns (a) ps (b) and fs (c) (Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [17]).
2.1.1.2.2. Influence of the laser fluence
The laser pulse fluence can be defined as the optical energy that is delivered to a selected area
on the target. Therefore, the fluence can be varied by changing the laser energy or the dimen‐
sion of the spot area on target.
The coupling of the laser energy to the target surface is dependent on pulse parameters
(duration and energy profile), and target characteristics (surface roughness, porosity and
density). The fusion and vaporization processes occur only when the laser beam intensity is
higher that a threshold value defined as the minimal energy of the laser pulse per surface unit
that generates plasma ignition.
Figure 7. Typical SEM micrographs of TiO2 nanoparticles deposited on carbon cloth substrate at a laser fluence of 5 (a)
and 1 J/cm2 (b) respectively (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [20]).
For a fixed wavelength and a chosen material, the fluence on the target will have a major effect on
the particulate size and density [1]. We present an example where in order to obtain a porous gas
diffusion layer, TiO2 nanoparticles have been deposited at two different laser fluences on carbon
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cloth. In the case of 5 J/cm2 laser fluence, a uniform spatial distribution of nanoparticles over the
substrate surface with dimensions of tens to hundreds of nanometres (Figure 7a and b). De‐
creasing the laser fluence to 1 J/cm2 (Figure 7b), the number of nanoparticles was considerably
reduced and film protuberances were smoother [19].
2.1.2. Advantages of thin film deposition via PLD
1. A major advantage of PLD is related to its large versatility, that is, by control of the
deposition parameters, one can obtain thin films with a completely different morphology,
structure and/or functionality [20].
We return again to our example of ZnO thin films synthesized by PLD in a vacuum or in
oxygen ambient. Just by changing the ambient not only the aspect, but also the wettability
behaviour of the films was completely different (Figure 8). The thin films were hydrophilic
when deposited in an oxygen flux and superhydrophobic (157°) when synthesized in a
vacuum. Different conditions changed the Zn and O arrangement in the crystal lattice that
influenced the electrical behaviour of the surface [13, 21].
2. The target composition (stoichiometry) can be reproduced with relative ease in the thin
films synthesized by PLD. Due to congruent vaporization, it is possible to deposit
materials with complex chemical composition. A relevant example is that of hydroxya‐
patite [Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2] which is the main constituent of the mineral part of the bone.
Thin films of this material have been synthesized by PLD to cover metallic medical
implants in view of increasing their bioactivity. EDX analyses revealed the Ca/P ratio of
1.6, very close to the nominal 1.64 value [22, 23].
3. The sequential nature of the PLD process allows for a control of the film thickness through
the number of applied pulses.
We provide an example with profiles of TiN films synthesized by PLD by applying to a
TiN target 5,000, 10,000 or 20,000 laser pulses [24]. TiN is a hard material, quite difficult
to ablate, so the thicknesses of films were quite low, even for a high number of applied
pulses. A progressive increase of the TiN films thickness is evidenced in the profiles of
Figure 9. Films synthesized with 5,000 pulses were of ~60 nm thickness, for 10,000 pulses
the thickness was of ~86 nm, while for 20,000, it increased to ~133 nm.
4. Any type of material can be ablated, so the method is not limited to special classes of
compounds.
Ceramic, metallic and organic materials have been deposited by PLD. An exhaustive list
can be found in the subchapter 2.1.4.
5. Using a carousel system with targets of different compositions, multi‐layer films can be
obtained. The combinations are endless and new structures with complementary prop‐
erties can be obtained.
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Figure 8. Textile material partially coated with ZnO nanostructures: (a) hydrophobic nanoparticle deposited in vac‐
uum, (b) hydrophilic thin film deposited in 13 Pa oxygen flux, and (c) hydrophobic thin film deposited in vacuum.
Inset (a) and (c): water droplet in static mode and the measured CA images were acquired with a EOS 50D digital cam‐
era (Canon).
Figure 9. Thickness profiles of TiN layers recorded by profilometry (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [24]).
Figure 10. SEM/EDX images recorded for ZrC/TiN multi‐layers deposited by PLD (Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [26]).
A relevant case of multi‐structures ZrC/ZrN and ZrC/TiN is given for exemplification (Figure
10). The purpose of this research was to increase the hardness and the elastic modulus of
protective coatings. Out of ZrC, ZrN, and TiN single layers, the best results were obtained in
case of ZrC with a hardness of 27.6 GPa and a reduced modulus of 228 GPa [25]. For multi‐
structures, the hardness and reduced modulus increased to similar values between 32.4 and
33.2 GPa and between 251 and 270 GPa, respectively [26].
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2.1.3. Drawbacks of PLD
Because the plasma plume is expanding mainly in the z direction (see Figure 11), the deposition
area is usually of a few square centimetres only. Special translation/rotation robotized substrate
holders should be used for uniform coating of large substrate areas [9].
Figure 11. Schematic for the vapor cloud expansion after target irradiation by a laser pulse with energy over the abla‐
tion threshold.
Even though PLD deposition of organic materials was reported, generally, this deposition
method is not suitable for such compounds—under the action of intense laser pulses, long
organic chains can be broken, the deposited material being different from the original target
material.
The most important disadvantage however, comes from the micronic and sub‐micronic
aggregates (known in the literature as particulates or droplets) that hinder applications in
fields requiring high finesse (micro or nano‐electronics). However, additional procedures in
conjunction with PLD can drastically diminish the droplets in PLD films [27–29].
2.1.4. Applications
The idea to use PLD to deposit some of the most varied materials, simple or complex structures
with the purpose of obtaining thin films has been rewarded with numerous results published
in the literature.
Complex oxide thin films for superconductors (YBa2Cu3O7 [30]; Ba2Co2Fe12O22 [31]), transpar‐
ent conducting oxides TCO [32–34], active mediums (Er:YAG [35]) wide bandgap electronics
(ZnO doped [36]) or in conjunction with other semiconductors [37]), thin films for gas sensors
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based on nanostructured tungsten oxide [38, 39], CNx/Si thin heterostructures [40]; complex
(As2S3)(100‐x)(AgI)x chalcogenide glass [41]; vanadium oxide thin films with various crystal
structures [42]; tin oxide for detecting NO2 [43]; protective coatings and barriers (e.g., DLC
[44], BN [45], TiN [46], ZrC [47], ZrN [48, 49], ZrC/TiN and ZrC/ZrN thin multi‐layers [50];
TiN biocompatible coatings (prostheses coatings [51–53]); particles for drug delivery [54];
antimicrobial coatings [55]; tissue engineering [56]; organic thin films, i.e., polymethylmeta‐
crylate (PMMA) [57–59]. For biosensor applications: CuO thin film for uric acid biosensor [60],
gold‐coating of silicon microcantilever for DNA biosensors [61].
2.2. Combinational pulsed laser deposition (CPLD)
One simple approach to study a binary or ternary system is to map all the possible composi‐
tions of the phase diagram. Of course, one can synthesize and test one composition at a time,
but the disadvantages are the large number of experiments and lots of wasted time. By using
a multi‐target carousel holder and rhythmically changing the deposition targets during a PLD
experiment or two laser beams that irradiate two targets at the same time, one can obtain
alternating layers with different periodicities both vertically and horizontally, along the
substrate surface (Figure 12) [62]. In a single CPLD experiment, thousands of different
compositions can be synthesized on a substrate of a few square centimetres [10]. Different
stoichiometries can give rise to a variety of different structures and properties. The feasibility
and utility of this concept has been demonstrated in the discovery of a number of new materials
with much improved physico‐chemical properties than the precursors [63–65]. Figure 12
shows a schematic of a CPLD deposition experiment. The experimental set‐up can include two
independent laser beams or a split laser beam that hits two targets alternatively or one target
at a time, the targets being interchanged with the desired frequency via a mobile carousel.
2.2.1. Advantages of CPLD
1. Thin film libraries can be synthesized in relatively short time (minutes).
2. A large number of new binary or ternary compounds with different properties to study
can be obtained.
3. By monitoring the number of laser pulses, one can control the deposition of materials at
an atomic layer level. If targets of different nature are used, composite materials will be
synthesized.
We give a practical example of IZO (indium‐zinc‐oxide) compositional libraries synthesized
by CPLD [66–69]. Due to the reduced availability of indium, in order to minimize costs, Zn
is used for partial replacement of this element. Normally, individual thin films should be
synthesized by PLD for measuring their conductivity. By CPLD, we synthesise a library with
hundreds of IZO compositions, identify the areas with high conductivity and then we assess
the IZO composition using a punctual spectroscopic technique (laser induced breakdown
spectroscopy‐LIBS). Thus, a significant reduction of time devoted to film deposition and
individual analyses could be achieved. LIBS allows fast optical spectra recording and line
identification with an excellent spatial resolution (the laser beam is focused at a spot of ≈100
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μm diameter), in addition to minimal damage to the film [70, 71]. The quantitative LIBS
measurement method, based on the calculation of the spectral radiance of plasma in local
thermal equilibrium, was used to measure the Zn/ (In+Zn) ratio and its variation over the
length of samples synthesized by CPLD.
Figure 12. Schematic presentation of a CPLD experiment, along the line the plasmas overlap producing a composition‐
al library.
From the study of the obtained compositional libraries, optimum values of the optical
transmittance higher than 85%, resistivity around (5–7) × 10−4 Ohm cm and mobility in the (45–
53) cm2/(V s) range, were inferred.
Figure 13. Evolution of (a) In and Zn concentrations and (b) Zn/In ratio on the transversal axis. Twelve measurements
were performed on a distance of 6 cm from border towards the centre of the sample (Reproduced with permission
from Ref. [72]).
The LIBS measurements started from the border of the glass plate where Zn has the largest
concentration, towards the centre of the sample, along the transversal axis [72]. At the border
A (close to the ZnO target) the In/(In+Zn) ratio was of 0.40. The trend for this ratio is to increase
continuously. Up to measurement 6 (corresponding to 3 cm towards the centre of the sample),
it increases by 8%, that is, to a value of 0.44. The Zn decrease and the In increase are almost
linear (Figure 13a), the overall In/(In + Zn) ratio increases when shifted towards the centre of
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the sample. From 3 to 6 cm (in respect with the centre of the sample), the ratio continues its
ascendant trend to reach a value of 0.50 at the centre of the film.
In Figure 13b, the evolution of the In/(In+Zn) ratio is presented. Starting from the glass
border towards the centre, an ascendant trend from 0.40 to 0.54 is observed. Along a distance
of 6.5 cm, the In/(In + Zn) ratio increased by 26%. The results are very similar to the values
obtained by EDS investigations on the same CPLD samples [73].
2.2.2. Drawback of CPLD
The plasma spread is strongly influenced by the atomic weight of the species. For each type of
the target material, new complete compositional tests and mapping should be performed on
the resulting films.
2.2.3. Applications
The synthesis of new materials starting from precursors (i.e., BaF2, SrF2 and TiO2 to form (Ba,
Sr)TiO3 [74] or BaF2 and TiO2 to form BaTiO3 [75]); deposition of thin film libraries of doped
oxide materials: (Ba1−xSrx)TiO3 doped with Ca, W, Cr, Mg, Mn, Y and La [74]; libraries of TiO2
doped with Co [76]; artificial oxide lattices and heterojunctions controlled at an atomic scale
[77] (SrTiO3/BaTiO3superlattices); composition spreads: La1−xSrxMnO3with 0 ≤ x ≤1 [78],
Ba1−xSrxTiO3 [79], MgxZn1−xO [80] and IZO [81].
2.3. Matrix-assisted pulsed laser evaporation (MAPLE)
For electronic, optical and biosensor device applications, the materials of choice cover poly‐
meric materials for the fabrication and passivation of electronic coatings, organic dye mole‐
cules for non‐linear and optical limiting applications, biocompatible and protein coatings for
micro‐array biosensor applications, and living cells for tissue engineering. The ability to
deposit various classes of functional polymeric and organic materials using a single technique
provides a significant advantage for their development and implementation.
When a laser interacts with an organic target under the usual conditions for PLD, the material,
which is grown in a thin film form, is different from the starting material, the functional groups
being often altered [11]. The organic chain can also be broken leaving the film to be made up
of smaller polymeric pieces and with different functional groups terminating the ends. Even
small changes in the number of functional groups or the degree of polymerization can preclude
the use of these films for their desired application. Such modifications might be acceptable for
some applications, but in general, the use of lasers for depositing thin films of polymeric and
organic materials, requires more subtle approaches than those offered by PLD alone.
MAPLE, a laser based vapour deposition technique derived from PLD, has been developed,
at the end of 1990s, to deposit thin organic and biologic films without decomposition or other
major irreversible damage [82]. MAPLE is a physical vapour deposition technique capable of
depositing uniform thin films over a larger area. Specific to MAPLE is the use of a cryogenic
composite target made of a dilute mixture of the polymer/ biopolymer/ protein to be deposited
and a light absorbent, and high vapour pressure solvent matrix.
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The principal objectives that this technique has to perform are:
a. to avoid the damage of the organic molecules, that can be produced by photochemical
and photothermal effects like in the case of PLD;
b. to ensure the deposition of a homogenous thin film, that cannot be obtained by other laser
methods.
Changing the target to a frozen composite modifies the laser material interaction, so that the
major part of the laser energy is absorbed by the solvent molecules and not by the fragile solute.
The rapidly evaporating volatile solvent desorbs the fragile solute by soft collisions and
deposits it as a uniform thin film whose properties, such as chemical structure and function‐
ality, have been maintained (Figure 14). Since the receiving substrate is kept at room temper‐
ature and the sticking coefficient of the solvent is nearly zero, the evaporated solvent is
efficiently pumped away by the vacuum system.
Figure 14. Schematic of material transfer by MAPLE technique.
The MAPLE target is composed of less than 10 wt% of the film material. Each film molecule is
surrounded or shielded by a large amount of matrix. This structure prevents the direct thermal
and photonic damage to the film material [83].
2.3.1. Factors influencing for MAPLE deposition
The nature of the organic compounds can influence the deposition of a thin film. The laser
parameters (fluence, wavelength, and pulse duration) can affect the quality of the thin film.
Although it is derived from PLD, MAPLE differs in certain points, namely the method of
preparation of the target and mechanism of laser‐material interaction. Film roughness can be
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controlled by selecting correctly the appropriate laser fluence, solute concentration and
substrate temperature.
2.3.1.1. Influence of the matrix
MAPLE efficiency is determined by the correct choice of the solvent matrix, which has to absorb
the laser energy during the deposition, thus protecting the complex organic compound.
The solvent has to satisfy the following conditions:
i. to absorb the laser beam, even when frozen;
ii. to have a high melting point;
iii. to have a high vapour pressure and a high volatility at room temperature, in order to
be evacuated very fast from the deposition chamber;
iv. not to be chemically active at laser beam exposure; and
v. to form a uniform solution with the complex organic material.
Figure 15. AFM micrographs of P(CPP:SA) 20:80 thin films deposited by MAPLE using ethyl acetate (a) and dimethyl
chloride as matrix (b); typical FTIR spectra recorded for P(CPP:SA) 20:80 thin films obtained by MAPLE using ethyl
acetate as matrix at a fluence of 0.3 J/cm2(c). (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [84]).
We present an example of MAPLE thin film synthesis of poly(1,3‐bis‐(p‐carboxyphenoxy,
propane)‐co‐(sebacic anhydride)) (20:80) (P(CPP:SA)20:80) using two different solvents as a
matrix to protect this hydrophobic anhydride copolymer [84]. One solvent was dimethyl
chloride and the other, ethyl acetate. The copolymer was successfully transferred in both cases,
but the morphology of the films was quite different. AFM images presented in Figure 15a for
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the case of ethyl acetate as the matrix reveal a granular morphology of thin films with indi‐
vidual grains with diameters of ∼400 nm. In the case of dimethyl chloride as the matrix, the
thin film seems to be compact with some circular (∼500 nm in diameter) features splashed on
the surface forming a layered plate‐like structure (Figure 15b). Ethyl acetate was selected as
the best solvent based on AFM data and FTIR spectra comparison (Figure 15c) that showed a
high resemblance between the target material and the thin film.
2.3.1.2. Influence of the laser fluence
McGill and Chrisey [82] proposed in their patent that the laser energy is absorbed majorly by
the solvent matrix and is converted in thermic energy producing solvent evaporation. The
complex organic compound will reach a kinetic energy high enough that will ensure the
transfer and the immobilization onto the substrate.
Georgiou and Kokkinaki [85] advanced the hypothesis that the process takes place due to a
photomechanical process (material expulsion). The complex organic compound will be ejected
into the gaseous phase only if the laser irradiation takes place at a fluence that surpasses the
ablation threshold. When the laser fluence is under the ablation threshold a thermic vapori‐
zation process, that produces the solvent desorption, occurs.
Itina et al. [86] suggested that after the laser irradiation upon the organic compound, kinetic
energy is a result of both thermic and mechanic phenomena. They proposed a theoretic study
that simulates the initial steps of molecule ejection. They observed that when the laser fluence
surpasses the ablation threshold, clusters would be ejected from the target. The most important
observation was that during the ablation process the organic compound molecules are not
fragmented.
Figure 16. Top view AFM image of the RNase A thin films obtained from a frozen composite target containing 1%
(w/v) biomaterial in buffer Hepes solvent, by irradiation with 15,000 subsequent laser pulses at 0.4 (a), 0.5 (b), 0.7 J/cm2
(c) laser fluence (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [87]).
In their support, we present the example of RNaseA enzyme thin films obtained by MAPLE
[87]. When irradiation of targets was conducted with a laser fluence of 0.4 J/cm2 (Figure 16a)
the films were constituted of tens of nanometre‐sized particles probably generated after surface
evaporation and cluster formation in transit towards the substrate. By increasing the laser
fluence to 0.5 J/cm2 (Figure 16b), both the mean diameter and the mean height of particles
increase and double population could be identified: a majority population of 500 nm mean
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diameter and some large micronic particles. At 0.7 J/cm2 (Figure 16c), the film is covered by
micrometric particles, caused by the droplet expulsion from the target surface as a result of
explosive evaporation or spallation mechanisms [88, 89] termed cold laser ablation [90, 91].
2.3.2. Advantages of material deposition via MAPLE
MAPLE was developed to surmount the difficulties in solvent‐based coating technologies such
as inhomogeneous films, inaccurate placement of material, and intricate or erroneous thickness
control. The process utilizes a low fluence pulsed UV laser and a frozen target consisting of a
dilute mixture of the material to be deposited and a high vapour‐pressure solvent. The low
fluence laser pulse interacts mainly with the volatile solvent, causing its evaporation. During
the process, the solute desorbs intact, that is, without any significant decomposition, and is
then uniformly deposited on the substrate.
‐ It enables the thin film deposition from a large amount of organic materials, such as polymers,
proteins, enzymes and combination of organic‐inorganic materials.
‐ It is a non‐contact deposition technique free of pollution risks for the thin films. The molecular
composition and structure of the material that is deposited by MAPLE are preserved during
the transfer process.
Figure 17. FTIR images of (a) laser immobilized RNase A obtained by the irradiation of 1 wt% frozen composite RNase
A target, and the drop‐cast samples of (b) initial and (c) final MAPLE target solutions of RNase A in buffer HEPES–
NaOH, pH 7.5 (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [92]).
In support of this assertion, we give the FTIR spectra for a RNase A enzyme thin film
(Figure 17a), for drop‐cast of the initial RNase A solution used to prepare MAPLE targets
(Figure 17b) and for the final RNase A solution, collected from the target holder after the
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laser irradiation experiments (Figure 17c) [92]. As can be seen in the Figure 17 the spectrum
of the transferred RNase A was comparable to that of the initial drop‐cast and to that of
the target after irradiation. The bands of RNase A target material were also present in the
spectra of deposited films: at 3400 cm−1 there was a band characteristic to N–H stretching
vibrations from amide I groups; the one at 1654 cm−1 corresponded to C=O and C–N
stretching vibrations of amide I, while the band at 1464 cm−1 was characteristic to in‐plane
N–H bending as well as C–N stretching vibrations in the same functional group. At 1534
cm−1, the band was associated with tyrosine amino acid residues, while the band at 1400
cm−1 could belong to the amide III region [93–95]. The lower band intensity, in case of the
MAPLE thin films, was due to the five times lesser amount of RNase A enzyme in the film
as compared to the amount present in the drop‐cast samples.
2.3.3. Drawbacks of MAPLE
The solvent has to be UV absorbing, therefore the choice is limited and in many cases very
difficult.
In order to obtain perfect transfer of the organic material from the target to the substrate, a
process optimization procedure is mandatory. Laser beam fluence, repetition rate, and
pressure inside the reaction chamber have to be tweaked for each new material to be deposited.
Toxic, volatile solvents are often the only choice for target preparation.
2.3.4. Applications
Biomaterials for drug delivery, antimicrobial systems and biosensors: polyethylene glycol [96–
99], polyvinyl alcohol derivatives [100, 101], oligo(p‐phenylene‐ethynylene) [102], magnetite/
salicylic acid/silica shell/antibiotics [103], porphyrin [104], laccase [105], urease [106], and
lysozyme [107]. Polymers for electronic devices (electrically conductive polymers, light
emitting thin films): polythiophene [108], polyfluorene [109], and hybrid composites [110]; CdS
quantum dots onto TiO2 nanotubes for solar cells [111]; Protective coatings: composite carbon/
gold nanoparticle films [112].
3. Conclusions
Laser deposition methods have been used to deposit a countless simple or complex inorganic
or organic materials. It is quite hard to find other alternative methods that are so easily tunable
so that they could produce thin films of so many different materials while preserving in the
same time their structure and properties. This is probably the main reason for the endurance
of these techniques despite some big outcomes: (i) droplets on film surface, which reduce their
use in high tech fields and (ii) small area depositions that prevent their real breakthrough in
industry.
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Major progress has been achieved to overcome these issues, numerous droplet filters having
been proposed in the literature with good results and large scale depositions of up to square
metres being reported.
This chapter aimed to show for the new reader just a small part of the myriad of parameters
that can be tuned and how important small adjustments can become for the final aspect and
the properties of thin films. The combination of various parameters is practically limitless and
new structures with interesting properties that emerge from these combinations provide a long
life for the research in this field.
The authors hope that after reading this chapter, one will get an idea about the countless
applications where laser ablation can be used, for synthesis, tuning or characterization of thin
films. It is expected that new methods based on laser ablation will continue to emerge and
develop as science progresses and applications become more and more punctual. Laser‐
patterned deposition of thin films or living cells transfer in a matrix by laser‐induced forward
transfer, compositional analysis of organic compounds by matrix‐assisted laser desorption/
ionization are hot emerging fields that rotate around the laser ablation mechanisms.
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